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The results are in
Meet the new SAMRU
Sadiq Valliani, Missy Chareka,
Addie Asuchak and Tristan Smyth (left to right)
were all elected as members of
the SAMRU executive council on Mar 6.

Holly Triebwasser
News Editor
A new group of executives has
been chosen to lead the Students’
Association of Mount Royal
University, and Sadiq Valliani is
at the helm as president.
This year’s election saw a total
of 1,748 ballots cast, up from last
year by 215 ballots. The amount
of ballots cast comprised about
15.5 per cent of eligible voters at

Mount Royal University.
Valliani, an accounting student,
won against Alex Hardie by 400
votes, receiving 1,021 votes in
total.
“I’m feeling ecstatic,” said
Valliani. “I’m feeling very tired, so
it’s hard to feel very much emotion now, but I’m sure that after
a couple hours of sleep — when
it hits me — I’ll feel a little bit
better. For now, I feel absolutely
phenomenal.”
Re-filling the position of vice-

president student university affairs is Addie Asuchak, a bachelor of science student who won
with 786 votes, beating William
Conner by only 132 votes.
The position of vice-president
student external affairs was won
by Missy Chareka, a psychology
student, with a total of 772 votes.
She beat Jesse Beaudin by about
200 votes.
The position of vice-president
student academic affairs went to
Tristan Smyth, with a vote of 626
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against two other contenders,
Colin Bradley and Christopher
McKim. Smyth won by a 150-vote
difference.
“We’ve set up ten major priorities of things that we’re going to make happen on campus,”
Valliani said, when asked what is
one of the first things he plans to
implement as president. “It’s not a
matter of what’s coming first, but
a matter of getting all the moving
pieces together to make it happen.”

briefs

MRU
sidewalks
impassable

F

ormer Mount Royal
University student
Garnet Thomas was charged
with child molestation after
being found in a hotel in
Poulsbo, WA, with a 13-yearold girl. Police reports
indicate that Thomas began
a relationship with the
girl in November, but was
warned by her father to stay
away from her.

Snow removal
critical for those
in wheelchairs
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Samara Hawkins
Features Editor
Remember looking out the window in elementary school, seeing
a blanket of snow and thinking,
“I hope it’s a snow day so I don’t
have to go to school”?
Snow days are an indicator of
youth, and as we get older, we
develop a dislike for the snow.
Shoveling sidewalks, icy roads
and parking bans are all part of
living in Calgary.
For fourth year marketing student Evan Shaw, who has used
a wheelchair since he was eight
years old, even a fine dusting of
flakes on the ground might mean
the difference between getting to
class or staying in residence because the sidewalks have become
inaccessible.
The 21-year-old has been living in west residence for the past
four years, because it normally

makes his commute to and from
classes painless. “I didn’t have to
take the bus, I didn’t have to get a
ride from my mom, I didn’t have
to use the handi-bus,” Shaw said.
But when it snows, Shaw’s regular two-minute downhill commute to class turns into a 10 or
even 15-minute trek.
The problem isn’t just the
snow, but the method in which
the snow is removed. Sometimes
only an inch of packed-down
snow in the mornings make the
sidewalks treacherous, as Shaw’s
wheelchair’s wheels are designed
for flat, smooth surfaces.
By the time Shaw’s classes are
done the ramps and sidewalks
are cleared, so when he’s homeward bound there are usually no
issues with the snow.
Shaw is unsure of whether it’s
the speed of snow removal, or
the technique that the grounds
department at Mount Royal
University employs. The side-

The candidates for student
council governors — Bushra H.,
Gautam Verma, Rhett Butler
McLeod and Seija Roggeveen —
were all elected.
“I just want to say thank you
to all the students,” Valliani said,
“It’s easy to say that I’m the president elect, but it’s tough to truly
thank everyone who made this
happen.”

walk sweepers miss the ramps,
and street plows create ridges of
snow that are impassible to anyone with limited mobility.
When The Reflector contacted
the grounds department for information about the snow removal process, they declined to
comment.
Sometimes, when the trip to
Shaw’s 8 a.m. marketing classes
looks possible, he gets the assistance of his friend who has a
motorized wheelchair. “He tries
to pull me through (the snow)
sometimes, and I’ve fallen on
my face before — in the snowbank. I’ve had to just chill on the
ground and wait for somebody to
ask if they can pick me up,” he
said.
Shaw’s mother, who lives in
the neighbouring community
of Altadore, will sometimes
drive from her home to pick up
Shaw and drive him from West
Residence to the Bissett School

of Business.
“She carries a snow shovel in
the back of her van and shovels
places, because she knows how
I’m going to get home,” Shaw
said. “So she parks and shovels.
People come up to her and ask,
‘Oh, how’d you get this horrible
job?’ and she’s like, ‘I didn’t get
this job, my son is disabled and
there’s no shoveling, so I do it.”
Despite Shaw’s troubles with
getting to class in the winter, he
doesn’t blame the grounds department.
“I feel like if you are an ablebodied person, you don’t think
like a disabled person,” he said.
“Disabled people have to think
differently every day. They have
different challenges and moguls
that are so small to able-bodied
people. It’s not ignorance, they’re
probably just do not realize.”

A

fter commenting
“I certainly have
no sympathy for child
molesters, but I do have
some grave doubts about
putting people in jail
because of their taste in
pictures,” Tom Flanagan,
professor at the University
of Calgary, will retire from
his position June 30, 2013.
As well, political party
Wildrose Alliance have
distanced themselves from
him, as well as CBS News
who have since dropped him
as a commenter.

O

n Mar 4, Westjet
announced that they
would limit the amount of
carry-on baggage available
to customers from two
pieces to one. Passengers
will still be entitled to one
personal item, such as small
purses or laptop bags, but
the carry-on item must be
no larger than 21 x 9 x15
inches.
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MRU
reads for
literary
freedom
Trying to stop kids
from reading can have
opposite effect,
Docherty says
Leah Fink
Staff Writer
Mount Royal University, in support of students’ intellectual and
creative freedom, celebrated
Freedom to Read week with students, faculty and staff staging
open readings of banned books
in front of the library during the
lunch hour.
University president David
Docherty took part in the event
by reading a passage from The
Wars by Timothy Findley, a novel that was recently banned by
the Bluewater School Board in
Ontario due to its violent and
sexual content, the same school

MRU braces
for budget
crunch
Enrolment
reduced by
320 students
BAJ Visser
Staff Writer
Get used to fewer students wandering the halls of Mount Royal
University
Manuel Mertin, MRU’s acting
provost, revealed last month
that the university has 260 more
Full-Load Equivalent (FLE) enrolments, or about 320 students,
than current funding allows.
“The students who are here
right now are fine,” Mertin
emphasized, saying that the
planned reduction will come
from Fall 2013 student enrolments.
Each FLE represents a student
taking a full load of five courses
per semester. Given the average
class size of 28 students at MRU,
the university ends up with 88
classes per semester more than
what will fit the budget.
“To adjust for this lower number of classes, we are planning
to reduce positions through attrition over the next few years,
mostly through retirement,”
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People think
of book banning as
something that
happened
50 years ago,
but it is very current.
It happens
to books
for all ages.

board that banned The Grapes of
Wrath by John Steinbeck when
Docherty was in high school.
After The Grapes of Wrath was
banned at his school, the first
thing Docherty did was go to his
local library and find a copy. He
was only wondering what kind
of content the adults were trying
to hide, but it introduced him to
a lot of new ideas and concepts,
and opened his eyes to the world
of politics.
This has led to Docherty to a
slightly different view on book
banning. He is all for it —— but
with good reason.
“Kids will ask, ‘what don’t they
want me to know?’ and seek out
books on their own,” he said. For

this reason, Docherty joked that
public grade schools should be
banning more books.
In August 1939, by a vote of
4 to 1, the board of Associate
Famers of California approved a
resolution banning The Grapes of
Wrath from county libraries and
schools, according to Banned
Books Awareness.
To this day, the book continues
to be burned and banned for its
“depiction of migrants” and for
claims of vulgar language and
sexual references.
Jessie Loyer, a librarian at
MRU, ran the event this year. It is
her first year running the event,
which she thinks it is a great opportunity to bring attention to the

library.
Loyer supports reading in all
forms, and is always surprised
when young adult novels turn up
on banned book lists. Young adult
books, Loyer said, are an opportunity to open up lots of people’s
worlds.
Another lover of literature is
Pattie Mascaro, a member of
the support staff at the university who holds an undergraduate
degree in English. She believes
many banned books have very
powerful and surprising ideas,
and doesn’t see the reason for
banning books.
Mascaro is a particular fan of
speculative fiction, which includes genres like fantasy, sci-fi

and horror. “It is a place where
people can explore ideas that
may be to scary to explore in a
real life situation,” she said. That
is why she chose to read from the
banned book The Hunger Games
by Suzanne Collins.
Mascaro said events like
Freedom to Read are important
because people think of book banning as something that happened
50 years ago, but it is very current. It happens to books for all
ages, from Lolita to Harry Potter
to Where the Wild Things Are.
Docherty said it’s significant
when kids are given reasons to
seek out books on their own.
“The importance of reading is
paramount,” he said.

Mertin said, noting that current
forecasts estimate a loss of 17
faculty positions.
“It’s a delayed reaction,”
Mertin said. “It’s manageable; we
should have done the FLE reduction two years ago. We’re doing
it now.”
While the reneging of provincial funds is “the underlying
cause” of this current enrolment
crunch, another factor, according
to Mertin, was the institution’s
inability to “perfectly adjust”
when the planned degrees had
to be scaled back after their second years.
“Understand that we had to
roll out a third year for the large,
originally planned cohort, while
cutting back the intake for a
new first year cohort on reduced
funding,” Mertin said.
“The following year we had to
roll out a large fourth year while

cutting back a reduced year two.
This does not just affect courses
in majors, but service courses in
other faculties, general education, etcetera.”
When applying for the university’s new bachelor degrees,
the university only asked for the
government to cover 85 per cent
of the funding other universities
received for similar programs.
“Typically, undergraduate
programs to some extent fund
graduate programs,” Mertin
said. “That was a problem that
we were not going to have.”
Four years on, and the university is now seeing serious strains
to its budget. Typically, the provincial government funds the
third and fourth years of a program to a higher degree than the
first and second years. In MRU’s
case, however, that funding increase never materialized when

students started entering the upper years.
Despite promises of a two
per cent increase to education
funding by the government of
Alberta, reports coming out of
Edmonton indicate that cuts to
Alberta’s post-secondary system
are far more likely.
“If the government reneges on
that two per cent, we’re into a
whole new cutting game again,”
Mertin said.
Political pundits are pointing
to the replacement of rookie
MLA Steve Khan as Minister
of Enterprise and Advanced
Education as a sign that the province will be making deep cuts to
education.
Khan was replaced by deputy
premier Thomas Lukaszuk, a
veteran of previous Tory governments, in what is being called an
effort to help tackle the prov-

ince’s expected $6-billion deficit.
Without additional funding
for increased intake, Mertin said
new majors at MRU will be problematic.
Despite plans for new majors
in science, art, and business unveiled in the university’s 2012
comprehensive institutional
plan, it appears unlikely they will
be implemented within the plan’s
3-year time frame. Without the
increased student population
needed to fill existing programs,
Mertin said new ones are far less
likely.
“If you only have 15 or 20 students starting in a major, then
its cost in the upper years is astronomical,” Mertin said. “So it’s
not just an issue of getting the
degrees approved, but getting a
large enough intake to make the
degrees viable.”

Reflector Publications
Society of Calgary
announces the call for nominations to the position of

Publishing Editor

Special General Meeting
Tuesday, April 2, 2013, at 12:00 noon
Wyckham House Foodcourt

People who wish to be nominated for the position
should come by The Reflector office in room Z002,
in the basement of Wyckham House, to pick up a
nomination form to be completed and submitted to
the Reflector Election Chief Returning Officer. For
more information, please call 403-440-6268.

All credit students are members of the Reflector
Publications Society and are entitled to vote at
society meetings.

The nomination period begins on Mar. 8, 2013, and
ends at 4 p.m. on Mar. 14, 2012. Campaigning will
run March 22-27, 2012, and the election will be
held on March 28, 2012.

www.TheReflector.ca

Please visit our website at

for more information and details
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She had the choke across my mouth
and her forearm was pushing against
my teeth. That can’t have been any
more fun for her than it was for me.
Crazy sport we’re in, huh?
PAGE 16

#MRU TWITTERSPHERE
@itstheresatran: To the person
wholeaves their
parking stub in the
pay station of Lot B
every Tuesday
around this time - thank you.
#mru #sonice

@grace_d93: My tuition went
towards coloring
a map of the worlds
volcanoes with a
substitute prof today
#seriously
#notgoodmoneyspent #MRU

@dananicole00: My $200 accounting
textbook is now only $5...
now that is what
I call depreciation
#accounting #MRU

CHECK US OUT ONLINE
AT THEREFLECTOR.CA,
FACEBOOK and
TWITTER @REFLECTTHIS

”

@__jsmith: Somebody saluted
me because I’m wearing combat
boots.. Whateva #MRU

@StefanieKimmitt: Nothing says
democracy like bribery
#MRU #studentcouncil
#VoteForPopcorn

@SkiGreenWaves:
“Why is my grade so low”
“Because you did a poor job”
“Oh”
#iheardyou
#UniversityStudentsCanBeDumb
#MRU #needmorecoffee?

Nowhere
to go
You’ve been sitting in class for
three hours. Maybe that extra-large
coffee wasn’t such a great idea,
because you REALLY need to pee.
You rush to the nearest bathrooms,
and there you are confronted with
a choice: men’s or women’s?
For most, the decision is clear.
If your gender identity matches
the typical expectations of what a
man or woman is, you’ve probably
never thought twice about which
bathroom to use.
But what if your gender identity
doesn’t fit neatly into one of the
two categories? What if you are
transgendered, or gender queer?
What if you consider yourself both
male and female, or neither?
In a recent Calgary Journal article, it was pointed out that there
are no gender-neutral bathrooms at
Mount Royal University, something
other universities in Canada have
started to implement.
Though MRU does have bathrooms in some of the newer buildings that are accessible by anyone
regardless of gender, they are specifically designed for those with
limited physical mobility, and are
not available in the older campus
buildings.
That’s not enough.
Gender non-conforming students, faculty and staff already
have to deal with constant reminders that they are “others” who don’t
fit in to the gender paradigm our
society subscribes to.
They shouldn’t have to worry
about something as simple as finding a bathroom that doesn’t exclude them based on who they are.
Male, female, or any other gender identity, we all have bladders
— and it’s a basic human need to
have access to a toilet.
Gender-neutral or gender-inclusive washrooms — accessible and
welcoming to anyone, regardless
of their gender identity — would
send a message of inclusion to
MRU’s gender non-conforming
individuals, reassuring them that
they are a part of our community
and that they deserve the same
considerations and services as everyone else.
There’s not even any need for
costly renovations or bathroom
overhauls. All it would take is a
simple change of door signs, from
“male” and “female” to “everyone.”
There are possible legitimate
concerns with the idea of every
bathroom being “co-ed,” but even
making a couple of them into
gender-inclusive spaces would be
a start.
It would also give everyone a
chance to see that peeing in the
same general vicinity of someone
who (gasp!) isn’t the same gender
might not be as big of a deal as
we’ve been led to believe.
Comments? Visit thereflector.ca
or in person at our
office in the basement
of Wyckham House.

features

Features Editor
Samara Hawkins
featureseditor@thereflector.ca

Feed your face
with MRU’s
finest
Campus delicacies,
best ofs and
a student’s guide
for good grub
Omar Omar
Staff Writer
As a student and resident at
Mount Royal University, I have
never once found myself in a situation where I was forced to eat
instant noodles or my failed attempts at cooking. In fact, there
are a plethora of meal choices
and “pit stops” available for my
school day.
Living on residence, I have
found myself (on more than an
occasion) getting my sustenance
on campus rather than shopping
and cooking it myself, and I’ve
sampled a wide variety of what
MRU has to offer.
This is my personal list of the
greatest delicacies on campus
that will appeal to both residents
and non-residents alike.

Best Asian food
Photo illustration: James Wilt

				
Spending time on campus means eating
on campus. There are plenty of drool-worthy edibles for your tastebuds.
Treat those little guys well.

STAFF
PICKS
These are a few of
our favourite things!

Todd Vaughan,
Sports Editor:
“Thai Express’ chicken pad
Thai is so wonderfully
average, which is a step
up from everything else at
MRU. Hallelujah.”

Lindsay Douglas,
Web Editor:
“Do you like pizza? Do you
like subs? Well prepare yourself for Subway’s pizza sub
for only $3.65!“

Holly Triebwasser,
News Editor:
“Taztziki. Mmmn, taztziki.
I would pay $9 just for
tzatziki. But the pita wrap
and greasy Opa! fries are
an added bonus.”

Samara Hawkins,
Features Editor:
“Coffee is my life blood. The
staff at Good Earth are so
wonderful, and the lineup is
totally tolerable.”

James Wilt,
Photo Editor:
“It’s a true tragedy that
I wasn’t introduced to
Thai Express until my last
semester. The veggie green
curry is legendary.”

Price and taste-wise, Zen is the
top and most balanced contender. Found in Wyckham House,
Zen Vietnamese Grill serves
some pretty tasty meals, and they
are as flashy as they are tasty.
Some of Zen’s more notable offerings are its pho, noodle bowls
and bubble tea. The meals are
made with care and the taste is
something that even non-Asian
food lovers can get into.
Try the beef noodle bowl with
spring rolls. It’s a great starting point for an introduction to
Vietnamese-style food.

Best beverages

This category is spilt into two, because how can I really pit coffee
against fruit blends?
Tim Hortons and Jugo Juice
both share the top spot in the
best beverage category, each
representing best coffee and best
fruit blend respectively. Timmies
is also low cost, if you don’t count
the amount of time you spend
standing in line.
Both have what you need
and are open for a considerable
amount of time on school days,
which guarantees you’ll have the
refreshing hot and cold drinks
you need hit the books.

Best variety

The most varied menu on campus is SAMRU’s own The Hub,
any legal-aged student’s pit stop
for all sorts of food, alcoholic
beverages and fun.
Having the best burgers, poutine and other dishes, The Hub
is where I like to just sit on my
laptop and listen to whatever
entertainment is going on, while
munching on their delectable
burgers.
The down side: it is a bit of a
critical hit to the wallet if you
have too much of a good time,
but it is indeed worthwhile to
visit.

Best Mediterranean

Biblos is — without a doubt —
the best Mediterranean fare on
campus.
I have nothing against places
like Opa! but when it comes
down to it, I just can’t say no to
what looks, tastes and feels like
home to me — and I lived in the
Middle East, so I know my flatbreads.
Starting with a Lebanese template, Biblos’ flatbreads with
different fillings truly taste like
culture has been engrained into
the process and overall product.
The price is little heavier than
back home, but it is a trivial difference, and most won’t mind
after tasting what they have to
offer.

Best quick, cheap
and satisfying

Craving instant and high sodium? Ever wonder where anyone
can just pick up some three dollar Pringles instead of six dollar
nachos?
The Collegiate Shop — MRU’s
friendly neighbourhood convenience store — is the best place
to go to for the simple things,
whether it’s for snacks, carbonated drinks, or even a piece of fruit
or some freshly-popped popcorn.
There is a satisfying and varied collection in stock, so drop
on by and check out things worth
munching on.
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Your Students' Association

students’ association
of mount royal university

SAMRU & FFWD Presents:

Live Music Tuesdays
March 19th

Featuring:

George Leach
with Troublemaker

2013

Doors 8 p.m. - $7.00 advance $10.00 door Tickets at Copywrite
The Hub - 4825 Mount Royal Gate S.W.
18+ picture ID required - please don’t drink and drive

KD with K&D:

Creating a Better Now on Campus

Connect with your presidents!

Wednesday Mar. 13th - Wyckham House - Noon
You can also send your questions to the following addresses:

David Docherty, MRU President
email: president@mtroyal.ca
twitter: @DavidDMRU

Kaylene McTavish, SA President
students’ association
of mount royal university

email: president@samru.ca
twitter: @KayleneMcTavish

Did you know that the Students' Association

$190,000

gave back over

Yes, Cop ywrite prov id
es

to its
members
last year from
used book
sales?

student-focused value
buy&sell
textbooks

students’ association

basement of Wyckham House

Your Students’ Association:
Bringing you the ultimate student experience

of mount royal university

samruBuzz
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meet religion

Bureaucracy for only the religious

James Wilt
Faith Columnist
Only in Canada could a government with arguably one of the
worst human rights record in the
country’s history get away with
opening an Office of Religious
Freedom in the name of promoting human rights around the
world.
But that actually happened:
last month, an office with that
exact title was opened in the
Department of Foreign Affairs
and International Trade.
It was apparently started to
“speak out against egregious violations of freedom of religion, denounce violence against humanrights defenders and condemn
attacks on worshippers and places of worship around the world,”
according to the Government of
Canada website.
But before getting into why the
notion of a dedicated “religious
freedom” office is absolutely preposterous, let’s quickly review the

track record of the institution that
is claiming the authority to spout
this rhetoric.
This is the same government
that was recently called out by
Human Rights Watch for its
complacency in addressing the
abuse of aboriginal woman by
the RCMP. It’s the same cabinet
that has essentially stripped the
refugee system and prison system
of any compassion.
They’ve axed funding to Status
of Women offices and heavily
pursued foreign investment from
China (a country which Harper
once said he wouldn’t deal with
due to its terrible human rights
record).
It’s clear that anything the
Conservative government has to
say about human rights should
be treated with some major suspicion. The very existence of
the Office of Religious Freedom
should infuriate every voter in the
country.
It’s the definition of pork-barrel
spending, with $5-million being
devoted to it in a time of significant cuts to social services across
the country. It’s also a reinforce-

What if school
could go to you?

ment of absurd privilege given to
religion.
Obviously, I support freedom
of religion. Article 18 of the
Universal Declaration of Human
Rights guarantees it. And yes,
there are issues of persecution
worldwide.
But appointing Andrew
Bennett, a Catholic who’s got his
PhD in politics — not religion
— and has never published any
journal entries or books, as the
“ambassador” for the office won’t
change anything in the world in
regards to these issues.
No atheist, agnostic or humanist groups were consulted
about the creation of the office, nor were they invited to
the announcement. John Baird,
Canada’s Minister of Foreign
Affairs, said last year, “We don’t
see agnosticism or atheism as
being in need of defense in the
same way persecuted religious
minorities are,” despite the fact
that atheists can still be executed in seven countries: Pakistan,
Saudi Arabia, Iran, Afghanistan,
Sudan, the West African state of
Mauritania and the Maldives, an

Register now at
eCampusAlberta.ca

island nation in the Indian Ocean.
Nothing has been said about
how the office plans on dealing
with the inevitable clash between
religious and human rights.
Because they’re not the same.
Many religious groups propagate inexcusable violations of
basic human rights — look no
further than the Muslim theocracies of Iran and Saudi Arabia for
evidence of that.
Will Bennett challenge those
countries over their human
rights records, or instead defend
freedom of religion? The answer
should be obvious.
This office is a horrendous idea
— one that wastes taxpayer mon-

Photo courtesy: Wikimedia Commons

ey in order to win votes.
It’s a disgrace that Canada
would even consider the establishment of such an organization.
But the Canada that some of us
thought we knew is no longer
relevant.
Prime Minister Stephen Harper
and his cabinet are transforming
it into an unequal, militant and
nationalistic country. Add religious to the list, too.

Where life and learning click™

16 Alberta institutions
70+ online programs
800+ online courses
1 location
Online learning is
flexible and enables
you to work on your
courses at times that
are convenient to you.

Atheists can still
be executed
in seven countries:
Pakistan, Saudi Arabia,
Iran, Afghanistan, Sudan,
Mauritania and
the Maldives.

Time is running out,
but it’s not too late.
Do you have the work experience and
personal connections to help you get your
dream job? No?

Accounting
Business Administration
Early Childhood Education Health Care Aide
Human Resources
Land Administration
Nursing
Paramedic
Power Engineering
And much more . . .
Academic Upgrading and University Transfer
also available

Land a part-time, flexible internship with
the Serving Communities Internship Program
- kickstart your career, plus receive a $1000
bursary from the Government of Alberta!
Unlike other internships, SCiP interns don’t
get stuck getting coffee. Instead, they work
on high-level initiatives like developing
strategies, or running programs with nonprofit
organizations.

Accredited programs offered by 16 post-secondary institutions

Sign up today.

Visit joinscip.ca
SCiP is a program of Volunteer Alberta,
funded by the Government of Alberta.
volunteeralberta.ab.ca
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Don’t suck
at sucking:

A how-to guide

How many licks?
Don’t think about it
in terms of licks,
but rather sucks.

Hurray for the BJ!

Lindsay Douglas
Sex Columnist
I’ve written a few articles that
were primarily for the ladies,
so dudes, this one’s for you!
I’m talking sticking your dick in
someone’s mouth. Blowjobs, hell
yeah.
Before getting into this blowjob business, first things first:
condom or no condom? I’m always going to advocate for condoms, especially when you aren’t
100 per cent sure if everyone is
STI-free.
You are less likely to get an
STI from oral, but the risk is still
there, so some sort of barrier
method is necessary. Keep in

mind that the condom only protects what it covers, so be careful
not to exchange fluids.
Many will complain that condoms prevent them from feeling
much at all, and give the blowjob
a what’s-the-point feel, but hey, a
blowjob with a condom is better
than no blowjob at all.
Remember to communicate
with the person who is very kindly sucking your dick. They can’t
know what you like, or might not
have a lot of experience in this
area, so giving them some guidance as to what feels good is appreciated.
Also maybe give that area a
trim beforehand?
To those doing the giving,
hopefully you’ll be getting some
of that aforementioned guidance. There are a few things
that are a fairly safe bet when it
comes to giving head.
A dry mouth is rarely invited
to a blowjob party, so muster up
some saliva, or drink some water

before you go down there. If
you’ve watched porn, you’re
probably envisioning a dick
soaked with saliva and the
giver’s mouth looking about
the same. That’s not necessary, but if you’re both into it,
go for it.
Another thing you’ll see a
lot in porn is the receiver grabbing the giver’s head and forcing their dick in further into
the giver’s mouth/throat. This
is definitely an “ask first” situation. Many people don’t like
being made to gag on cock, so
get permission, mkay?
For the most part, try to keep
your teeth out of the whole
situation. Just to spell it out for
you, the penis is sensitive and if
you accidentally bite down, it’s
going to hurt.
It’s important to remember to
show the receiver how stoked
you are about the blowjob. If
you’re treating the blowjob like
you’re doing this guy a favour

or like it’s a chore it’s not going
to be very enjoyable for anyone
involved.
If you’re in a long-term relationship, then sure, not every
blowjob is going to be earthshattering, but if you can’t give
some enthusiasm, maybe move
on to another sexual activity.
You can still talk dirty while
giving head. Just pause for a
second (you might need to rest
your jaw anyway) and say something about perhaps how good
his dick tastes, or how big his
dick is, or how perfect it is —
anything positive about his dick
should work.
What is it that you like about
his dick? Let him know.
When sucking, you can start
slow and build up to a faster
speed. Go as far down the shaft
as you’re comfortable with doing. Most of the sensitivity is in
the head of the penis though,
so give it a lot of attention as
well. Lick it, flick your tongue

samru.ca

against it and swirl your tongue
around the head.
Mix it up on the lead-up but
once the receiver is getting closer to climax the repetitive backand-forth motion will help them
reach the finish line.
Blowjobs often end with finishing in the giver’s mouth. Spit or
swallow? It’s up to you, but it is
already in your mouth, might as
well just knock it back. Beware
of possible digestive discomfort
if we’re talking about a high volume of liquid.
If you are very opposed to
swallowing though, go for the
spit. Just don’t look disgusted.
Maybe get him to finish on your
chest or face or somewhere, so
that the finish feels erotic rather
than consisting of you running
off to the bathroom to spit.
And remember, if someone is
down to suck on your dick for a
bit, it’s always polite to reciprocate.

samru.ca

Try our new flavours!

Butter chicken
Lemon pepper
Cajun

Salt and pepper,
teriyaki, hot teriyaki,
honey garlic, hot, honey hot
or barbecue sauce.

Tuesday wing night specials
are dine in only.

ours

New flav

Half-price wings every
Tuesday after 4 p.m.

Also try our
classic flavours

Half-price CHiCken wings
after 4 p.m.!

Questions or comments at thehub@samru.ca

arts

Arts Editor
Nathan Ross
artseditor@thereflector.ca

‘Sled’liners
spilled
The Jesus and
Mary Chain,
Explosions in the Sky
among biggest names

Nathan Ross
Arts Editor
Maud Salvi is kicking off her
reign as head of Sled Island with
a boom.
With Lindsay Shedden no
longer the executive director of
Sled, Salvi is coming over from
POP Montreal to take the wheel
for 2013, and if the headliners
are any indicator, this will be a
Sled to remember.
Patrick Dwyer, whose band
Thee Oh Sees played one of the
most memorable shows in Sled
history, and Tim Hecker, who
won Calgarians over last summer
during Sled by playing shows in
the dark, were also critical in the
lineup selection as the curators
for this year. Both these artists
were officially revealed during
the headliner announcements,
to the surprise of no one.
The three have teamed up to
give Calgary an incredible list
of headliners, which were announced at Commonwealth on
Mar. 5.

The biggest name on the headliner liner is The Jesus and Mary
Chain, who will be playing their
first show in Calgary since they
reunited in 2007. This marks the
first time that 1988 since they
played. As of now, their only
dates in 2013 are in Barcelona
and here in Calgary, making the
fact that they are playing monumental.
Post-rock band Explosions In
The Sky will also be a huge draw,
as the Texans have a following
around the world and in Calgary,
as they proved with their amazing set back in 2011. Despite having no vocals, their music has an
emotional, resounding effect in
listeners, which will make them a
great headliner at Olympic Plaza.
There will be at least one “supergroup” playing, although
they really do not like it when
you call them that. Divine Fits
is comprised of Britt Daniel
(Spoon), Dan Boeckner (Wolf
Parade, Handsome Furs) and
Sam Fischel (New Bomb Turks).
Spoon has played Sled before, so Daniel should have no

Literary jam fest
Atwood rocks out at U of C

Photo courtesy: flickr.com/Mark Hill Photography

Photo: Nathan Ross

Goose Hut rocked Dickens Pub at last year’s Sled Island.

problems leading this new supertroupe around the city. Fans
may start salivating over the
prospect of having any of Divine
Fit’s members main bands play
Sled as well. It would be crazy
if all three did, but time will tell
as only the headliners have been
released.
Swans has been making music
for over thirty years, which is a
long time to not have toured to
Calgary. Many feel that this show
has been a long time coming, especially with the amount of acts
that have come to Calgary that
have been inspired by Swans.
Their hit album last year, The
Seer,showed they aren’t slowing
down any time soon.
Colin Stetson will be making his solo debut in Calgary,
but don’t think that it means he
is a stranger to the city. Many
Calgarians have had the pleasure
of seeing Stetson, perhaps without even realizing it.
When he isn’t making Polarisnominated albums with his
mastery of the bass sax, he tours
frequently with Arcade Fire, Bon

Iver and Belle Orchestra. If you
haven’t caught him live with
those acts, it is also possible that
you’ve heard him perform on
recodings for David Byrne, Tom
Waits or even Godspeed You!
Black Emperor.
Joel Plaskett has been described as “Canada’s hardestworking national treasure” (the
Grid) and for those who have
seen him live, the comparison
is not hard to believe. With his
catchy riffs and undeniable charisma, Plaskett has made fans
all throughout Canada through
relentless touring with his band,
Joel Plaskett Emergency, and
with the solid discography he’s
amassed over the years.
The Jon Spencer Blues
Explosion will be one of the
older headline acts playing, as
they’ve been around for since
1991. Imagine an act that has
the smooth style of the Black
Keys with the showmanship of
the Rolling Stones, and you’ll
begin to understand why the
Jon Spencer Blues Explosion
has been winning fans over for

decades.
Mac DeMarco and Metz, two
Canadian gems, will fill out the
headlining roster.
Many of these artists will either be making their first stops
in Calgary or will be returning
for the first time in a years. With
the exception of Joel Plaskett,
who headlined Folk Fest back
in 2011, Calgary will have to
brush up on these artists to get
acquainted with them in time for
Sled Island.
Hopefully, all of the acts who
are scheduled to play actually
make it to the festival. Last year,
it was unfortunate that Grimes,
who was announced as one of
the headliners, was unable to
play the show.
It hasn’t yet been announced
how TSN personalities Jay Onrait
and Dave Hodge will be taking
part in the festival. Both of them
were revealed to be playing a
part in Sled Island when the
curators were announced, but
that proved only to be a tease as
nothing more has been said on
the matter.

Atwood is an internationally
bestselling author in all genres
Staff Writer
of writing, most known for her
novels The Edible Woman, The
It isn’t every day that Calgary is Handmaid’s Tale, Cat’s Eye,
Oryx and Crake, and The Blind
treated to a literary rock star.
It was a full house at MacEwan Assassin.
Hall on Feb. 14 - with good reaThe event, hosted by University
son. Around 1,000 established of Calgary associate professor
and aspiring writers, as well and established poet Christian
as fans of Canadian literature, Bök, saw Atwood serving up her
packed into the hall for a free “Valentine’s Day special” — a
public reading by internation- reading of various pieces of her
ally acclaimed author Margaret work, each containing in some
Atwood.
capacity the theme of love.
The event was so popular that
Included in the reading were
over 300 people had to be turned sections from fan favourites The
away, according to MacEwan Penelopiad and Oryx and Crake,
Hall event coordinator Amanda as well as unpublished works of
Priddy.
both prose and poetry. The audiWinner of countless liter- ence appeared to be captivated
ary awards and recipient of no throughout by the dry humour
less than 24 honorary degrees, and sharp wit for which Atwood
is known.
Described as the
Margaret Atwood visited U of C
aforementioned
for a public reading that had over rock star in the
a thousand fans in attendance.
opening address

by Richard Sigurdson, Dean of
the Faculty of Arts at the U of
C, Atwood came to Calgary as a
part of the Calgary Distinguished
Writers Program, established by
the university in 1993.
In addition to offering a tenmonth writer-in-residence position to an emerging author, the
Calgary Distinguished Writers
Program also brings an internationally distinguished author to
Calgary each year for a public
event.
Following the reading, Atwood
began the enormous task of signing an estimated 1,000 books.
She promised to ensure all of
the approximately 450 people
in line would leave with their
book signed, showing just another small reason why Canada
is so blessed to have a talent like
Atwood within its borders.

Becca Paterson
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Despite a glowing resume
and fanbase,
Jennifer Lawrence
has had many
of her blemishes
swept completely under the rug.

ROSS’
RANTS
Jennifer Lawrence
isn’t Wonder Woman.
Get over it.

Nathan Ross
Arts Editor

Photo courtesy: flickr.com/DisneyABCTelevisionGroup

For those who watched the
Oscars, or took a look at social
media’s response to the Oscars,
it was clear everyone was stricken with Jennifer Lawrence fever.

BRENTWOOD VILLAGE
DENTAL CLINIC

We are the only MRU
provider offering

20% off
more than just
cleanings for MRU
students

Nathan Ross
Arts Editor

DR. RONDA SALLOUM, DR. CHRISTOPHER ORR, DR. AMREESH KHANNA,
DR. AMIT PATEL, DR. NIKOLA VRANJES, DR. REKHA PARAJULI, DR. ALANA CARTWRIGHT

GENERAL DENTISTRY PRACTICE
Mount Royal students
enrolled in the SAMRU
health and dental plan are
covered at Brentwood
Village Dental Clinic
100%
70%
70%

Exams, first cleanings
and fillings
Root canals
Additional cleanings

We extract wisdom teeth
in our office
Ask about our whitening program.

NO NEED TO PAY UP
FRONT FOR COVERED
SERVICES

We bill student’s
insurance directly
We directly bill most insurance
companies even if you’re not
covered by SAMRU’s student
insurance plan
Conveniently located in the
Brentwood Village Mall close to the Brentwood and University C-Train Stations

Monday - Friday 8 am - 9 pm Saturday 8 am - 6 pm

3630 Brentwood Road NW 403-210-5050

How couldn’t they be smitten
with the quirky, outspoken J-Law
who is bringing spunk and a fresh
attitude to the typical personas
from Hollywood?
She loves talking about food,
giving blunt and sarcastic answers,
and has incredible facial expressions when she talks. Clearly, she
can win over any heart, which she
seems to have actually done.
Many stars and fans laud
Lawrence for being such a unique
personality, but they seem blind
to the fact that she has some undesirable personality traits too.
Specifically, Lawrence has a tendency to say things in interviews
which are often dismissed as wellmeaning, but are actually downright ignorant and offensive.
Take her appearance last year
on Ellen, for instance, when she
was promoting The Hunger Games.
When speaking of Katniss and
how she came to be the hero she
is, Lawrence said “…she kind of
grows into it. And she’s strong, like
a male hero with a vagina.”
How fortunate that our strong
women come off as men, just with
different body parts! It would be
awful if we had great female heroes that didn’t remind anyone of
their counterparts with penises.
This isn’t the first time that
Lawrence has had questionable opinions about women. In
a Rolling Stone interview from
about this time two years ago,
she let us in on her life growing
up. It included a lot of athletics,
as Lawrence played field hockey,
softball and even basketball on an
all-boys team.
For women everywhere who
play sports, having a role model
like Lawrence can be a huge boost.
Having such a recognizable face
could help her inspire younger
girls to break into the world of
sports, or show that women who
play sports can still retain their
femininity.
However, it really didn’t help
when Lawrence explained to
Rolling Stone that she played all
those sports because she “was so
dykey.”
Ignoring all of the issues there
currently are with homophobia in sports, women have had a
struggle in the world of sports,
primarily because it is an environment of reinforced heteronormativity. Many female athletes and
coaches won’t come out for fear
of being judged and released from
their positions, such as when Lisa
Howe was dismissed from coaching the women’s soccer team at
Belmont University in Tennessee,
which just happened to occur
right around the same time as

Lawrence’s “dykey” comment.
She was not-so-coincidentally
released the same week she came
out, despite having a strong fiveyear stint as coach.
As it is assumed that many women in sports are not heterosexual,
they have to go even further out
of their way when they decide to
hide it. Having Lawrence reinforce
the concept that she was so into
sports because she was “dykey”
only slows the progression that we
are finally starting to see in these
areas.
Lawrence isn’t only borderline
sexist, she’s also insensitive to
mental illnesses. When she was
on The Tonight Show with Jesse
Eisenberg, the topic of Eisenberg’s
obsessive-compulsive disorder
came up. Eisenberg had admit to
having severe rituals that affect his
daily life, and was talking openly
about them, which can be a struggle for those with mental health
issues.
Lawrence then turned to
Eisenberg to declare, “You are the
most interesting person,” and, “I
want weird quirks.”
For those of you who haven’t
seen Moonrise Kingdom, there
is a scene in which Suzy (Kara
Haywood) tells Sam (Jared
Gilman) that she wishes she was
an orphan, like Sam, because “I
think (orphans’) lives are more
special.” Sam responds with, “I
love you, but you don’t know what
you’re talking about.”
Without the “I love you,” this
is almost exactly the reaction
Lawrence got from Eisenberg, as
he quietly murmured, “You can
have them,” when talking about
his “quirks” that Lawrence wanted. While we laughed at Suzy
because wanting to be an orphan
sounds ridiculous, audience members swooned over Lawrence for
wanting little quirks, instead of
calling her out for trivializing
OCD.
I don’t want to give the impression that Lawrence is this devil
that has disguised herself perfectly in our culture. She is one
of the many faces of a new age of
Hollywood stars, and there are
probably many worse celebrities
for us common folk to worship.
However, if we are going to call
out Katy Perry for trashing feminism (which we should and rightfully did) and are going to hold the
stars accountable for their actions,
Lawrence should not be exempt
from this.
Especially since she may not be
as perfect as we all want to believe.
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Dido
Girl Who Got Away
Sony
Score: C

Dido has been a nice female
face on the boring side of her
equivalent of the dad rock
genre for some time now. While
her music has been reserved for
dinner parties, brunch, lite rock
radio stations and other white
people fascinations, it always
had a home. Girl Who Got Away
is going to fit right in there,
which shouldn’t be surprising.
It is another album filled with
moderately catchy tunes that
would be more passable if the
lyrics accompanying them

weren’t so dreadfully boring.
Though there are spots that
clearly have more attention
than others, like Kendrick
Lamar’s guest spot on “Let Us
Move On,” this is album will
only be in the same sentence as
“great” if the other words are
“album to buy your mom for
her car ride around the city”.

— Nathan Ross

Photo courtesy: Cowtown Opera Company

The Cowtown Opera Company is dedicated to bringing a new image to the Calgary opera
scene with events like Phantom (not pictured above).

Phantom
haunts
Cowtown
Opera company’s new twist
on musical classic
Leah Fink
Staff Writer
Andrew Lloyd Webber’s Phantom
of the Opera has worldwide fame
and popularity, having run over
10,000 shows on Broadway, and
is the highest grossing theatrical
performance in history.
Yet Calgary’s Cowtown Opera
has created something completely new: the very first live, singalong version of the musical.
This may seem like quite a feat,
but Cowtown Opera was able to
successfully make an audience
sing some of these quite difficult
songs, with a good result.
After each song was performed, audience members
were (strongly) encouraged to
sing parts of the song when the
lyrics came up on a screen at the
front. That way, even those who
may not have been very familiar
with the music were able to understand and join in.
The singing featured the best
known parts of the songs, and
parts that would be easier for the
general public. Phantom was also
made easier to sing, as all of the
songs featured male and female
actors singing, guiding and al-

lowing the audience to use a
higher or lower range.
The professional singers in the
show were all fantastic performers, with education and experience from all over Canada and
the world. A particular enjoyment was in the extreme opera
diva “Carlotta” and her over-thetop drama.
The fantastic singers are one
of the reasons that Cowtown
Opera was created. There are so
many talented and professionally
trained opera singers in Calgary
and Canada, yet Calgary Opera
only puts on three shows a year.
Most of the cast of Cowtown’s
performances are locals, although they hold auditions
across Canada.
The artistic director of the
sing-along, Michelle Minke, is
also the creator of the Cowtown
Opera company. Although they
have been running shows for
over two years, Phantom is a special musical for Minke.
In Grade 5, Phantom was the
first theatrical performance she
saw, and soon after she was singing along with the cassette. The
show inspired Minke, igniting a
passion for the theatre and the
human voice.

Now, her goal is to spread that
love of theatre. Cowtown wants
to make opera accessible, and to
“try to put opera where people
are not expecting it.” This includes performances in malls, at
the museum or company functions where the opera singers act
as waiters who suddenly burst
into music.
Not all of their music is singalong either. The type of operatic
shows vary, but they are meant
to be enjoyable and accessible.
All of the shows are in English,
and keep a fun attitude, but
still fulfill people’s expectations of popular operas featuring well-known pieces. Minke
said Cowtown wants to stretch
boundaries, and make opera
more edgy, modern and relatable
to everyone.
They want people to realize
that opera does not have to be
an obscure art form, in another
language: serious, and impossible to understand.
Opera can be the fun telling of
a story, with excellent singers encouraging you to explore a new
world. Their performance of
Phantom of the Opera displayed
this incredibly.

Shotgun
Jimme
Everything,
Everything
Pigeon Row
Score: B+

Stop me if you’ve heard this
one: artist takes to a cabin in
the woods years after his latest
release. All he has in this cabin
(this time, located in Manitoba)
is his guitar, his words, his soul
and presumably a whole lot
of alcohol as he mends what
might be a broken heart. Here’s
the twist with Shotgun Jimmie:
the album doesn’t whine
about it. Instead, Everything,
Everything is a punch back
on the scene as Jimmie, who
also spent the time in between
records touring with John K.
Samson, is more fun than its

recording process would lead
you to believe. Back again is his
in-your-face guitar, which make
the tracks get stuck in your
head in a way that won’t let go.
Shotgun Jimmie takes on the
harshest winter in his Manitoba
escape, and comes out with
an album that screams why
Canadians thrive in the cold.

— Gregory Frank

Wildlife
On The Heart
Indoor Recess Inc.
Score: C+

Had Wildfire’s On The Heart been
released a few years ago, it would
likely be getting a higher mark.
The Toronto rockers do a lot of
things right on their album, but
unfortunately they don’t stand
out from a whole lot of new
emerging artists (not only from
Toronto but other places). They
have a solid, clean rock sound
similar to that of Kings of Leon
and to a lesser extent Dinosaur
Bones, but haven’t given any
major reasons why the name
Wildlife should jump to mind

when thinking about great bands
in this genre. On The Heart just
seems a little late to the party,
which is unfortunate given that
it is a solid album that can garner
a few listens before getting old.
Had this been back before the
turn of the decade, it would
have been a much fresher sound
that would draw new listeners
in. Now, it seems just a routine
album for people who are looking
for a fix in between The Hold
Steady albums.

— Nathan Ross
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Mental Distractions
Crossword

Sudoku

Puzzle 1 (Easy, difficulty rating 0.41)

Easy
1

2

3

4

5

14

15

17

18

20

27

28

8

9

10

26
31

35
39
43

5

1

5

9

53
59

62

63

64

65

66

67

54. Where Hercules
slew the lion
58. Hermaphroditic
61. Aromatic herb
62. Cut out
63. Teheran native
64. Nastase of tennis
65. Cong. meeting
66. Late bloomer
67. Give up;
DOWN
1. Paint crudely
2. First name in jazz
3. Greek letters
4. Care of the
fingernails

60

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
19.
21.
25.
26.
27.

Student stat
Distant
Boxing venue
Grape plant
Antiquity, old-style
Bright golden
brown
North Carolina
university
Cork’s place
24 hour periods
___ Is Born
Ear part
Arm coverings
Ascertain dimensions
Autocratic Russian

56

57

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
35.
39.
40.
42.
44.
46.

9

2

rulers
Automaton
Former Houston
footballer
Juilliard deg.
Imbibe
Hawk’s nest: var.
Charged
Off-road wheels,
for short
___ the season...
Epidemic over a
large area
“Die Fledermaus”
maid
Nothing, in Nantes
Foolish persons

1

5

2

4

6

7

1

5

2

6

5

1

9

Puzzle 1 (Medium, difficulty rating 0.51)

61

58

7

7

4

55

5

4

9

44

54

3

6

49

52

34. Evening affair
35. A long way off
36. Handwoven
Scandinavian rug
37. Up to it
38. Kett and James
40. Fishing reel
41. Shad delicacy
42. Tel ___
43. Muse of astronomy
45. Walks with long
steps
47. Small ornament
48. ___ Moines
49. Emancipated
50. For want of ___...
53. Poetic pugilist

33

47

48

ACROSS
1. Consider
5. Tomb
10. Ticked (off)
14. Neighbor of Sask.
15. Jeopardy
16. Hip bones
17. ___ Bator, Mongolia
18. Corrective
20. Pesto ingredient
22. Washington bill
23. Trig functions
24. ___ Rica
26. 1959 Kingston Trio
hit
27. Distress
30. Ramble

8

40

46

51

32

36

42

45

7

3

30

41

13

23

29

38

12

19

25

37

11

16

34

50

7

22

21
24

6

Medium
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2

47. Three in one
49. Rest on the
surface of a liquid
50. Old Testament
book
51. City on Norton
Sound
52. Black cuckoos
53. Broadcasts
55. Eight furlongs
56. Children’s author
Blyton
57. Suit to ___
59. Spy org.
60. Title of a knight;

4
3

3

5
4

3

1

9
8

4

7

6

1

2

5

9

1

7

4
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6

5

4

8
5

2

6

6

4
3

8

Puzzle 1 (Hard, difficulty rating 0.60)

Hard
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4

1

8
5

3
1

4

6
4
2

7

2

9

6

7
5

8

6

9

9

7

5

5

5
9

1
3

8
1
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sports

Sports Editor
Todd Colin Vaughan
sportseditor@thereflector.ca

Bigotry
in the
NFL

Manti Te’o’s sexual orientation is not our business

Todd Colin Vaughan
Sports Editor

Wow, that Manti Te’o story is pretty wild, eh?
In case you forgot how to read,
it’s the story about a Notre Dame
college linebacker who was the alleged victim of an elaborate hoax
involving a woman he knew as
“Lennay Kekua” — his girlfriend
— who supposedly died of leukemia the same day Te’o’s grandmother passed away.
Te’o, in fact, only knew Kekua
online and never actually met the
woman, who turned out to be a
fabrication.
The person who orchestrated
the hoax was actually a man
named Ronaiah Tuiasosopo, who
admitted to making up Kekua because he was in love with Te’o.
Needless to say, a bizarre and
ongoing story that many members
of the media —including Bleacher
Report, Deadspin and even Fox
News — suggested may have been
a publicity stunt to garner NFL
draft attention, and to fuel the
Heisman Trophy campaign for
Te’o.
And now, when most observers thought this couldn’t
be any weirder, Mike Florio of
Profootballtalk.com reported on
the Dan Patrick Radio Show that
NFL teams want to know whether
Te’o is gay.
Florio said NFL scouts “just
want to know. They want to know
because in an NFL locker room, it’s
a different world. It shouldn’t be
that way.”
You are right Mike Florio: it
shouldn’t be that way.
The most appalling part of this
story is that cowardly unnamed
NFL sources think simply saying
an NFL locker room is “a different
world” is enough to allow such
blatant homophobia.
The sports world is, alas, caught
up in a web similar to the “don’t
ask, don’t tell” policy used by the
United States military, a policy
that dehumanizes those outside
of the heteronormative paradigm
and forces people to live lies in
order to fit into certain social constructions.
Te’o has since told Katie Couric
of ABC News that he is not gay.
“Far from it,” he said.

See NFL pg. 14
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Todd’s

Nods
Todd Colin Vaughan
Sports Editor
Just when you thought sports
was all ego and petulance, something happens to remind you
why we watch and play in the
first place.
On Feb. 27, at a high school
basketball game in El Paso,
Texas, Mitchell Marcus of the
Coronado T-birds hit a shot that
will be remembered forever.
Marcus, the Grade 12 general manager of the T-birds, was
given the opportunity to suit up
for the final game of the T-birds
season. This was a surprise earlier planned by his coach, Peter
Morales, who wanted to award
his developmentally challenged
manager for his commitment to
the team and the sport of basketball.
What Marcus did not know

was that he would not only suit
up, but be put into the game to
finish off the season.
The T-birds continually passed
the ball to Marcus, in hopes that
he would sink a bucket in what
was already an inspiring story.
Up until this point, it looked like
Marcus was not going to score,
especially with mere seconds left
and the ball being in the hands of
the opposing team.
On the subsequent in-bounds
play, however, something astounding happened.
In what was an unprecedented show of sportsmanship, and
something that no one could
have possibly expected, the
opposing team’s player Jon
Montanez shouted out Marcus’
name and passed the ball to him
instead of his own teammate.
Marcus would hit the buzzerbeating shot and was carried
off the court by everyone in the

building.
Montanez later told reporters that Marcus “deserved his
chance.”
The T-birds won by the game
by 11 points, meaning that
Marcus’ shot did not alter the
outcome of the game, but there
are some victories in this world
that are bigger than wins and
losses in sports.
Marcus’ mother later remarked that she would “cry
about this moment forever.”
Indeed, the moment is one
that is hard not to shed a tear
over. Check it out on Youtube.
Todd’s Nods is a reoccurring
column that is open tosuggestions
from the public. If you know of a
sports story that is worth the nod
please tweet @toddcvaughan.
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Mitchell Marcus
was the recipient of a pass
from
the opposing team.
He would then
sink a bucket
for the first points of his life.

His comment has also been
criticized on social media as homophobic.
In any case, the fact that we,
as a society, demand to know the
sexual orientation of those living
in the limelight is disgusting.
Like Florio said, it shouldn’t
matter; but we continually sensationalize people’s sexual orientation and force them to publicly come out.
What information does this
provide us? Why does who people love matter to the general
public? What good does it do?
The answer to all these questions is none. It shouldn’t matter to us, it doesn’t matter to the
general public and it does us no
better to know.
Te’o is football player that
got caught in an — admittedly
confusing — hoax that is newsworthy due to its peculiar nature, and that it may have been
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specifically designed to garner
media attention. His sexual orientation shouldn’t be attached
to that issue.
It seems to be the in-vogue
thing to demand celebrities let
go of any right to a private life.
To an extent that may be the
trade-off of fame, but the western fixation with sexual orientation is getting a little tired for the
year 2013.
The locker room is no different than a boardroom, bathroom
or coffee house. People have the
right to reveal what they want
about themselves, assuming
their actions have no legal ramifications.
To demand the sexual orientation of Manti Te’o is immoral,
and these NFL sources that claim
the NFL locker room environment has different rules that
somehow justify homophobia
should be taught a lesson about
how subtle bigotry is still bigotry.

Manti Te’o
has been
the centre of
media attention
since his girlfriend
turned out
to be a hoax
in Jan. 2013.
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Cougars
in Final
Four
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The Cougars
womens’
volleyball team
spike their way
into the
Canada West
Final Four,
Feb. 2013
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Todd Colin Vaughan
Sports Editor
On Feb. 21, the Cougars women’s
volleyball team made their first
appearance in the Canada West
Final Four. They ended up losing
to both the University of British
Columbia Thunderbirds and the
University of Alberta Pandas, 0-3
sets respectively..
Even though the results were
losses at the final four, the
women’s efforts to make the finals in their first year in Canada
Interuniversity Sport (CIS) are
extraordinary, and a good sign
for the program going forward.
Sandra Lamb, coach of the
Cougars, was very impressed
with her squad.
“It was a huge achievement for
us,” she said.
“We always strive to be the best
program around, and, being such
an unknown coming into this
year, we didn’t know where we
would fit in. We ended up really
competing and set a really high
standard for ourselves.”

Lamb only sees success going
forward. She said they are returning a lot of players and they
can only get better now that they
know the scheduling and amount
of travel involved.
“It’s just making some adjustments, working on our weaknesses and exposing our strengths,”
she said.
Lamb credits her players’ leadership for the success this season,
explaining that they “do leadership by committee.” She said
Mackenzie Allen and Julie Pasieka
were basically the captains this

year, and Jenna Smith “came in
as a second year player and was
such a great team person.”
The Cougars also managed to
maintain one of the best academic averages in the country. “Our
team grade point average was 3.3
which is fairly unheard of,” Lamb
said.
With all this year’s success,
Lamb and her squad can’t wait to
lace up their shoes next season.
“I get to return basically the
whole team. Our goals will be
higher and there will be different
pressures with that,” Lamb said.
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UFC no longer
a man’s
world
PGA season
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Bobby Danger Jones
Staff Writer
History was made in Anaheim,
California on Feb. 23, when the
first women’s headlining fight
took place and the first women’s
champion was crowned.
The ass-kicking poster woman for the UFC’s Women’s
Bantamweight Division, Ronda
Rousey (7-0), was again victorious thanks to her seventh straight
arm-bar submission.
The challenger — and former
marine who served three tours
of duty in Iraq — Liz Cartmouche
(7-3), was able to mount a standing Rousey with a rear-naked
choke early in the first round,
taking the champ the furthest in
any bout of her short two-year

MMA career.
Following the match, Rousey
told reporters that it “was the
most vulnerable position I’ve
been in so far in my career. That
was pretty tight, that neck crank,
and I was very happy to get out
of it.
“She had the choke across
my mouth and her forearm was
pushing against my teeth. That
can’t have been any more fun
for her than it was for me. Crazy
sport we’re in, huh?”
After escaping the hold, it
seemed inevitable that Rousey
would win when — with 11 seconds left in the first, Rousey got
side control after gaining hold
of Cartmouche’s arm, bending it
backward until she tapped.
The woman’s fight was made
even better by following a yawn-

Female
division
punches
through
barriers
er of an undercard bout, where
Lyoto Machida (19-3) counter-punched and picked Dan
Henderson (29-9) apart in a slow
three round split decision victory.
Urijah Faber (28-6) also got his
career rolling again, beating Ivan
Menjivar (25-11) with an acrobatic standing rear-naked choke
late in the first round, forcing
Menjivar to tap while on his feet,
and once again secure himself as
a top contender in the bantam
weight division.
To the delight of UFC fans everywhere, Robbie Lawler, in his
first UFC apperance since late
2004, took out Josh Koshcheck
with a flurry of strikes, and
with 1:03 left in the first Lawler
earned the knockout of the night.
Cour McGee also beat Josh
Neer in his welterweight debut.

preview

Sand traps, water hazards
and double bogeys
Bobby Danger Jones
Staff Writer
“A good walk ruined” is how Mark
Twain summed up his opinion
on golf. Though some amateurs
may consider golf to be primarily
a good walk that can turn into a
drunk stumble, there’s plenty of
others who don’t share that philosophy.
As the snowboard replaces the
clubs in the shed, we have to look
to those who make something so
difficult appear frustratingly easy.
Wins can come difficult even for
the pros, and there are a few players to keep your eye on in the upcoming PGA season.
Watch for Jim Furyk to make an
impact this year. Going winless in
2012 was unfortunate, unlucky
and uncharacteristic of Furyk. But,
with eight Top 10 finishes in 2012,
the new season looks promising.
Tim Clark was held back by a

wrist injury, but still managed to
finish in the Top 10 three times in
2012. Chances are good that he’ll
be a contender at every major.
Former world No. 1 ranked
British player Lee Westwood
hasn’t had a win since 2010, but
after moving to Florida and making a full time commitment to the
PGA, he was quoted as saying “I’ve
grown to love playing in America.”
Watch for his resurgence to the top
of the rankings in 2013.
Adam Scott wouldn’t be classified as a struggling pro with
wins in 12 consecutive years, but
there’s every expectation for him
to string more than one together
in 2012.
With four second-place finishes last season, watch for Robert
Garrigus to go the extra distance
and clinch a victory this season.
Grame McDowell is too good a
ball striker to go four consecutive
years without a victory; 2013 may
be his breakout year.

